PRODUCT NAME: Pike Poles 14’ and 16’ ONLY
AKRON STYLE NUMBERS: UL, UT, IB, PP, and WR

OVERVIEW
Akron Brass is discontinuing the 14’ and 16’ Pike Poles in the Ultra-Lite (UL), Ultra-Tough (UT), I-Beam (IB), Gripper (PP), and Wood (WR) styles.

We will continue to sell the Double-Gripper Ultra-Lite (UL-DG) and the Double Gripper (DG) styles in the longer lengths. These two styles come with a metal sleeve, epoxy and steel spring roll pins to permanently assemble after shipment.

AVAILABILITY
Effective Immediately

STYLES STILL AVAILABLE IN 14’ AND 16’

UL-DG-14 (16) with standard hook

DG-14 (16) with standard hook